
 

 

 
May 28, 2013 

To: Interested Parties 

Subject: Request for Proposals - Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Control Project 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency is soliciting proposals for professional services 
related to the management or control of invasive aquatic plant infestations in the Lake 
Tahoe Basin.  

The Near-shore Aquatic Weed Working Group (NAWWG) with direction from the 
multi-agency Lake Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Management Program (AIS 
Program), currently implements aquatic invasive plant control at Lake Tahoe to address 
the threat of infestations and accompanying degradations. The NAWWG membership 
includes TRPA, Tahoe Resource Conservation District, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
U.S. Forest Service – Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit, California Department of 
Parks and Recreation, California Department of Fish and Game, Lahontan Regional 
Water Quality Control Board, Nevada Department of Wildlife, Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection, and general improvement districts. Through coordination with 
the NAWWG, TRPA is seeking to implement the 2013-2014 Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant 
Control Project (Project) to manage multiple large infestations of aquatic plants in Lake 
Tahoe.   

The focus of this Project is the physical removal of invasive aquatic plant material in 
a manner that achieves the greatest environmental gain at Lake Tahoe. Efficient and 
effective application of aquatic plant control techniques are an integral part of this 
project. Based on experience in Lake Tahoe, aquatic plant control will be achieved using 
diver-assisted hand removal and the installation of light-restricting bottom barriers.  

Project objectives: 

1. Control or eradicate invasive aquatic plant infestations in selected sites in the 
near-shore areas of Lake Tahoe; and 

2. Execute rapid response control efforts on new or high priority plant infestation 
sites within the Lake Tahoe Basin. 

 
The selection process will be completed within 3 weeks following the submission 

deadline.  The grantee reserves the right to award any part of or the whole proposal to 
one or multiple companies. TRPA will contract with the combination of parties that will 
best accomplish the project objectives for the best value and in the best interests of the 
NAWWG. The process for selecting the Applicant(s) is as follows: 



1. General proposal evaluation criteria will include content of the proposal, project 
approach and understanding, qualifications, references, cost, service availability, 
and timing. 

2. An initial screening of applicants will determine level of knowledge, experience, 
and qualifications. Only responses from qualified applicants will be evaluated 
further. 

3. Qualified applicants may be invited to an interview. The interview will include, but 
is not limited to, a brief presentation on project approach and understanding, 
followed by questions relating to the qualifications and previous experience of the 
applicant, proposed project scope, management organization, and personnel that 
will perform specific tasks. It is possible the selection of a consultant will be 
based solely on the written response. 

4. The applicant selected will be notified and asked to submit a final scope of work 
to TRPA based on the RFP, the consultant’s proposal for services, interview 
discussions if any, and project specifications. Should the applicant and TRPA be 
unable to agree to a final scope of work or the terms of a contract, TRPA will 
reserve the right to disqualify the consultant and select another. Should this 
process not results in the hiring of a consultant, the RFP may be reissued. 

TRPA agrees to, and will require of the applicant if making use of subcontracts, 
make a “good faith” effort to contract with minority firms, women’s business enterprises 
and labor surplus area firms. Accordingly, TRPA strongly encourages MBE, WBE, and 
SBE to apply to this RFP 

The deadline for submission of proposals for the Project is June 13 and selected 
parties will be notified on or before June 21, 2013. Late proposal submissions will not be 
considered. TRPA estimates that a contract for the Project will be awarded in June. 

Sincerely, 

 

Patrick Stone 

TRPA Project Manager/ Senior Wildlife and Fisheries Biologist 

Enclosure 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

INTRODUCTION: 

The purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to select a consultant to assist the Tahoe 
Regional Planning Agency (TRPA), the Fiscal Agent acting on behalf of the Lake Tahoe Region 
Aquatic Invasive Species Program, in conducting aquatic plant control treatment and removal.  
 
The TRPA is seeking proposals from contractors with particular strengths in the technical fields of 
environmental consulting services, aquatic invasive species control, and underwater dive services 
that may lead to the award of a contract.   

BACKGROUND:  

Lake Tahoe is a magnificent body of water that is threatened by environmental degradation. The 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency (TRPA) is charged with protecting this national treasure for the 
benefit of current and future generations. As part of this charge, TRPA works with partner agencies 
to control Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) in the Lake Tahoe Region. While the establishment of 
Eurasian watermilfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum) and curly-leaf pondweed (Pontamogeton crispus) are 
well known in Lake Tahoe, attention has recently turned to controlling these aquatic invasive plants. 
Significant habitat disruption, impacts on native plant and animal communities, loss of property 
value, reduced fishing and recreation opportunities, and large public/private expenditures have 
accompanied aquatic plant invasions throughout the lower 48 states.  

The Near-shore Aquatic Weed Working Group (NAWWG) with direction from the multi-agency Lake 
Tahoe Aquatic Invasive Species Management Program (AIS Program), currently implements aquatic 
invasive plant control at Lake Tahoe to address the threat of infestations and accompanying 
degradations. The NAWWG membership includes TRPA, Tahoe Resource Conservation District 
(TRCD), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), U.S. Forest Service – Lake Tahoe Basin 
Management Unit, California Department of Parks and Recreation, California Department of Fish 
and Game, Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board, Nevada Department of Wildlife, 
Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP), the League to Save Lake Tahoe, and general 
improvement districts. AIS Program partners will designate project facilitators that will be responsible 
for project oversight and for representing the interests of the various program partners. 

The NAWWG is seeking to continue the Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Control Project (Project) in 2013 
and 2014 to manage multiple large infestations of aquatic invasive plants. Successful control of 
aquatic plants in Lake Tahoe will require coordinated survey and treatment efforts and repeated 
treatment of infestations on an annual basis. This Project is intended to compliment the planning and 
oversight components of the AIS Program. The primary purpose of this Request for Proposals is to 
identify a contractor or team of contractors that can accomplish the 2013-2014 project objectives.  

Funding through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, have been secured specifically to address the 
control of aquatic plants in Lake Tahoe. These funds are currently administered by the TRPA. 
Additional funding may be secured from California Department of Parks and Recreation or the 
Truckee River Fund to address additional control of aquatic plants; these additional funds would be 
administered by TRPA or TRCD.  
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PUBLIC RECORDS: 

The documents submitted in response to this request for proposal become a public record 
upon submission to the TRPA subject to mandatory disclosure upon request by any person unless 
the documents are exempted from public disclosure. Restrictions on any information submitted will 
render a bid non-responsive. 

The TRPA assumes no contractual obligation to enforce any exemption on behalf of a respondent to 
this RFP. 

RFP COORDINATOR: 

Upon release of this RFP, all communications concerning this proposal request should be directed 
to the RFP Coordinator listed below. Unauthorized contact regarding this RFP may result in 
disqualification. Any oral communications will be considered unofficial and non- binding to the 
TRPA. The respondent should rely only on written statements issued by the RFP Coordinator. 
 

Patrick Stone, Senior Wildlife and Fisheries Biologist 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
128 Market Street 
PO Box 5310 
Stateline, NV 89449 
775.589.5213 
pstone@trpa.org 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL SCHEDULE: 

The TRPA anticipates the following schedule, which is subject to change: 
 
Date of Announcement:    May 28, 2013 
Questions/Inquiries Accepted:         4:00pm May 31, 2013 (postmarked or email) 
Response to Questions Announcement:    June 5, 2013 
Deadline for Proposal Submissions:   4:00pm June 13, 2013 (postmarked) 
Proposals Opened:     June 14, 2013 
Interviews:      June 18-20, 2013 
Notification of Award(s):    June 21, 2013 

Late proposal submissions will not be considered and will be returned unopened to the sender. 

QUESTIONS REGARDING THE RFP: 

Requests for clarification or additional information must be made in writing to the RFP Coordinator, 
Patrick Stone, prior to the date specified in the RFP Schedule.  Written responses to all requests 
will: 
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• Be posted at: http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=13&tabid=121.  
 
Any verbal communication with the RFP Coordinator or a staff member of the TRPA concerning this 
RFP shall not be considered binding on the TRPA and shall in no way alter a specification, term, or 
condition of the RFP. 
 
The RFP Coordinator will be unable to respond to requests for additional information or clarification 
received after 4:00 p.m. PST, May 31, 2013. 

RFP AMENDMENTS: 

In the event of a material modification, all known and/or potential bidders will be notified of an 
amendment to the RFP. If deemed necessary by the TRPA, bidders will be given an opportunity to 
modify their proposal in the specific areas that are affected by the modification: 
 
 
PROPOSAL SUBMISSION: 
 
Each bidder must submit three (3) copies of their proposal.  In addition, one electronic copy of the 
proposal and any supporting documentation (Microsoft Word or PDF) must be submitted on CD-
ROM.  
 
The complete proposal package must be submitted in a sealed envelope, plainly marked “LAKE 
TAHOE AIS PROGRAM – PLANT CONTROL RFP” and “DO NOT OPEN – Sealed Bid 
Enclosed”, name and contact information of bidder, and addressed to the attention of Patrick Stone, 
Senior Wildlife and Fisheries Biologist as follows: 
 

Tahoe Regional Planning Agency 
Attention: Patrick Stone, Senior Wildlife and Fisheries Biologist 
 
Physical Address (FedEx/UPS Delivery): 

128 Market Street 
Stateline, NV 89449 

 
Mailing Address (US Mail only):  

P.O. Box 5310 
Stateline, NV 89449-5310 

 
Bidders accept all risk of late delivery of mailed proposals regardless of fault. Late proposal 
submissions will not be considered. Also, facsimile and other electronically transmitted proposals will 
not be considered.  
 
All proposals and accompanying documentation become the property of the TRPA and will not be 
returned. 
 
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 
 

http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=13&amp;tabid=121
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• The TRPA reserves the right to amend the RFP schedule or issue amendments to the 
RFP at any time.  The TRPA also reserves the right to cancel or reissue the RFP, to reject 
any or all proposals, to waive any irregularities or informalities in the selection process, 
and to accept or reject any item or combination of items.  The TRPA reserves the right to 
request clarification of information from any bidder or to request supplemental material 
deemed necessary to assist in the evaluation of the proposal.  The TRPA reserves the right 
to effect any agreement deemed by the TRPA to be in its best interest.  This RFP does not 
obligate the TRPA to accept or contract for any expressed or implied services. 
 

• In the event that the bidder to whom any services are awarded does not execute a 
contract within thirty (30) calendar days after TRPA approval, the TRPA may give notice to 
such bidder of intent to award the contract to the next most qualified bidder or to call for new 
proposals and may proceed to act accordingly. 
 

• The  TRPA  will  not  reimburse  any  bidder  for  any  of  the  costs  involved  in  the 
preparation and submission of responses to this RFP or in the preparation for and 
attendance at subsequent interviews. 
 

• Bidder shall thoroughly examine and be familiar with these specifications.   The failure or 
omission of any bidder to receive or examine this document shall in no way relieve any 
bidder of obligations with respect to this proposal or the subsequent contract. 
 

• Bidder must certify to the best of its knowledge and belief that it and its principals are not 
presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily 
excluded from covered transactions by any federal department or agency. 
 

• Selected consultant(s) will be expected to sign the TRPA Consultant Services Agreement 
listed on http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=13&tabid=121. 
 

• All subcontractors, if any, used by the selected consultant will require prior written consent of 
the TRPA and will be subject to all provisions stipulated in the TRPA Consultant Services 
Agreement. 
 

• This contract will be funded by federal and potentially state and private grant awards and is 
therefore subject to federal, state and private grant award requirements including, but not 
limited to, cost principles and administrative regulations.  
 

• The executed contract may be terminated by the TRPA in the event the successful 
bidder: 
 

o Fails to meet delivery schedules; 
o Otherwise fails to perform in accordance with this contract; 
o Becomes insolvent and/or files for protection under the bankruptcy laws. 

 
 
The bidder shall be entitled to just and equitable compensation for any satisfactory work completed 
through the termination date.  Under no circumstances will any damages be paid as a result of the 
termination of this contract.   If the TRPA exercises the right to terminate the contract early, the 
vendor may be prohibited from submitting future proposals to the TRPA for a specified period. 

http://www.trpa.org/default.aspx?tabindex=13&amp;tabid=121
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 

Eradication is the elimination of all life stages of a species. Control of aquatic invasive plants entails 
suppressing or maintaining populations of a species at a small enough size and density to prevent 
further growth or spread of the species. While eradication is often less achievable, it is the objective 
of this project in situations where plant density and site conditions make it feasible. Often the 
methods, or treatments, used to control aquatic invasive plant infestations are the same as those to 
eradicate them; however, the intensity of management varies greatly from control to eradication. 

For 2013 and 2014 aquatic plant control efforts, the NAWWG estimates that 10 acres of aquatic 
plant infestations can be treated per year using diver-assisted hand removal and light-restricting 
bottom barriers.  

OBJECTIVES: 
The objectives of the Project are: 

1. Control or eradicate invasive aquatic plant infestations in selected sites in the near-shore 
areas of Lake Tahoe; and 

2. Execute rapid response control efforts on new or high priority plant infestation sites within the 
Lake Tahoe Basin. 

These objectives will be accomplished through implementation of effective aquatic plant removal 
techniques. Efficient and effective application of aquatic plant control techniques is an integral part of 
this project. The focus of this Project is the physical removal of aquatic plant material in a manner 
that achieves the greatest environmental gain at Lake Tahoe. 

SCOPE: 
The successful proposal(s) will demonstrate the ability to complete one or more of the tasks 
described below. Implementation of the Project is anticipated to require efficient management and 
operation of one or more plant removal crews, including underwater diving, watercraft operation, 
equipment, data collection, and debris containment/disposal abilities.    

Task 1: Project Management 
The project will require effective project management. Essential project management duties for this 
project include team organization, policy integration, task management, reporting, and permit 
compliance. Proposals should demonstrate experience and efficiency in performing management 
duties for similar projects. 

Subtask 1A: Attend Startup Meeting 
Project management will meet with the TRPA Project Manager and partner agency representatives 
prior to starting work in the field. The purpose of the meeting will be to review project objectives and 
permit requirements, establish emergency procedures, and discuss potential challenges. 

Special and/or season-end meetings will be held for project managers and appropriate team 
members as determined necessary by the TRPA Project Managers. Such meetings will be 
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determined necessary when site specific challenges may require a discussion or presentation to 
facilitate a solution.  

TRPA has facilities available to support all project meetings at the main office in Stateline, Nevada. 
Other facilities located around the Tahoe Basin may be available through program partners upon 
special request. 

Subtask 1B: Coordination and Management 
In addition to meetings, project management will be responsible for communicating project 
challenges, safety concerns, and management decisions to the TRPA Project Manager in a timely 
manner. This task will typically entail regular email or phone call correspondence to discuss project 
status and evaluation. It is anticipated that minor project challenges will be addressed at this level of 
communication. Project management will be responsible for ensuring safety plans, on-site 
coordination measures, and project documentation is implemented correctly. Proposals should 
include a project team organization structure that addresses the need for effective project 
management.  

Task 1 Deliverables: 
• Manage and operate all project resources efficiently; and 
• Submit regular progress reports by email or by phone to TRPA Project Manager. 

Task 2: Treat Aquatic Plant Populations 
Aquatic plant infestations will be treated over multiple years to achieve the control and eradication 
objectives of this RFP; however, this project will includes only the treatment efforts that will be 
implemented during the 2013 and 2014 seasons. The season at Lake Tahoe will generally be from 
May or June through October.  
 
Critical to this effort will be clear documentation of treatment efforts to facilitate program evaluation. 
Plant surveys will be conducted by selected parties before and after treatment efforts at each project 
site and will follow standard methods provided in Appendix A. Program evaluation is achieved 
through coordination with the NAWWG partners.  

Aquatic plant infestations at Lake Tahoe can be classified as 1) known and/or documented with 
estimates on size and location or 2) currently unknown or lacking data on location and size. 
Identifying new infestations early and responding with aggressive treatment greatly increases the 
program’s ability to eradicate satellite populations and reduce plant growth or dispersal. New 
information on plant infestations may become available within the timeline of this task. Therefore, 
proposals should provide a scope and cost estimate that can address both classes of infestation.  

Proposals are encouraged to demonstrate related experience with aquatic plant removal techniques 
and equipment, a familiarity with the project area, and the ability to effectively implement one or 
several treatment efforts. 

Subtask 2A: Conduct Pre-Treatment and Post-Treatment Site Surveys  
A pre-treatment and a post-treatment plant survey will be conducted at each project site prior to and 
immediately following plant removal and control efforts. The purpose of these surveys will be to 
document the pre- and post-project conditions and to assess the work completed. Typically, site 
inventory surveys will require the use of divers trained in native and nuisance aquatic plant 
identification. Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) will be used to document the extent/perimeter of 
each treatment area. Digital underwater photographs will be collected and divers will record 
observations on substrate, debris, and vegetative cover (infestation area, percent coverage, density 
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estimates, species composition, etc.). Survey methods and documentation will follow standards 
provided in Appendix A and Appendix B.  

Subtask 2B: Conduct Plant Control Treatments 
Treatment crews will conduct plant control at specific infestation sites under the direction of the 
TRPA Project Manager. Treatment methods will include hand removal in shallow areas, diver-
assisted hand removal in deep areas where plants are sparse or patchy, and light-restricting bottom 
barriers in deep areas where plant growth is dense. Underwater work will be accomplished by a 
diver or divers using scuba or surface supplied air from a boat or raft. 
 
 Treatment Methods: 
 

Hand Removal - Hand Removal consists of simply removing vegetation and plant fragments 
from the water by hand and transferring it to garbage cans or bags for disposal. Hand 
removal is only feasible when the water level is low enough and can be conducted from the 
shore or from a canoe or kayak. 

 
Diver-assisted Hand Removal - Qualified dive crews will remove aquatic invasive plants by 
pulling the plant by the roots and feeding it into a 3-6” intake suction hose that transfers the 
plant matter and associated water up to a conveyor system or collection box mounted on a 
boat or raft.  Screen material separates the plant material from the associated water, which 
passes through the screen and returns to the water column.  The collected plant material is 
conveyed to an approved staging area.  Hand pulled fragments escaping the diver-assisted 
collection method will be removed by hand, net, or vacuum hose as reasonably practical 
before the close of each day. The plants that are captured in the screened-in container are 
transferred into garbage cans for removal and disposal off-shore at an approved facility (e.g. 
South Tahoe Refuse, Full Circle Compost).  

 
Bottom Barrier - Benthic or bottom barrier treatment consists of placing sections of gas 
permeable, black landscape cloth, plastic or other material, over the top of the plants to 
exclude all light. The barriers can range in size from 10’ x 10’ squares to strips of 10’ x 40’ or 
more. The size of the barrier is dependent on the logistics of deploying, retrieving and 
maneuvering in and out of the water.  The barriers remain in place for 8-10 weeks and are 
either removed from the lake or moved to a new location, typically immediately adjacent to 
the site just treated.   

 
The program owns some plant control equipment and bottom barriers that will be utilized in this 
project to the extent feasible; these resources are described in the “Equipment” section below. 
Adequate proposals will describe how effective control methods will be implemented, how treatment 
teams will be deployed (number of teams, number of crew per team, watercraft used, etc.), and how 
program equipment and materials will be utilized. If the TRPA pontoon boat is used, the watercraft 
must be operated by TRPA staff; this staff would be available to support other tasks when not 
operating the watercraft or implementing safety measures. 

In addition to physically pulling plant stems from the ground or placing bottom barriers, treatment 
crews in all cases will be responsible for the containment of plant fragments, proper storage of 
invasive plant material, safe transport of invasive materials from the site, and proper disposal of all 
material at an approved facility. Decontamination of equipment and critical control point procedures 
will also be the responsibility of the treatment crews, see Special Considerations below. 

Task 2 Deliverables:  
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• Successfully remove of aquatic invasive plant material from project sites with the goal of 
100% removal within treatment area; and 

• Provide completed pre-survey, post-survey, and daily treatment data forms for each project 
site to TRPA Project Manager within 15 days of completing treatment activities at a work site.  

Task 3: Permit Compliance 
The Project has been permitted through several authorizing agencies, including U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board, Nevada Division of Environmental 
Protection, California Department of Fish and Game, and TRPA. The program has conducted 
environmental review and permitting for hand removal, diver removal, and application of gas-
permeable bottom barriers to treat nuisance aquatic plant infestations. As a condition of these 
permits, the Project will include water quality monitoring to ensure Project impacts do not exceed 
permitted conditions for turbidity and water quality. The parties selected for this task will be 
responsible for conducting water turbidity monitoring, sample and data collection, and compliance 
reporting according to permit requirements. An example water quality monitoring plan is provided in 
Appendix C. 

Task 3 Deliverables:  
• Conduct adequate turbidity and water quality monitoring as described in permit requirements; 

and 
• Submit water quality monitoring reports for each site to TRPA project manager within 15 

days of completing treatment and monitoring activities at a work site. 

Task 4: Reporting 
All selected parties will be responsible for reporting. Monthly progress reports will be submitted to 
the TRPA Project Manager. Field crews will collect pre-project, treatment, and post-project data on 
the standardized forms in Appendix B and will collect water quality monitoring data on the form in 
Appendix C. Copies of these forms must be included in the monthly progress reports to TRPA. At 
the completion of each field season (November) the project manager will submit to TRPA an annual 
report that includes a summary of all activities performed at each control site, a quantification of the 
total area treated, and a discussion of project challenges and solutions that were encountered that 
year. Proposals should demonstrate an understanding of the reporting responsibilities. 

Task 4 Deliverables:  
• Monthly progress reports for each site submitted to TRPA Project Manager; and 
• Annual reports submitted to TRPA Project Manager by November 30. 

ANNUAL PROJECT SCHEDULE: 
Contracts Awarded      June 2013 
Planning and Mobilization (Start-up)    June  
Aquatic Plant Control      June – July, September – October 
Reporting       November  

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:  
Equipment 
The NAWWG maintains a limited supply of equipment that is available for contractor use in this 
Project. This equipment is: 

• (1) Pontoon boat, 21’ work platform w/ watercraft operator (operator mandatory) 
• (3) Suction Dredges (float mounted and pontoon mounted for diver-assisted removal) 
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• (205) Bottom barriers (synthetic), 10’ x 40’ strips, with rebar 
• (50) Bottom barriers (synthetic), 10’ x 10’ squares, with frame 
• (350) Rebar, 3’ x ¼” dia. anchor hooks 
• (10) Collection bins (trash cans) for plant material 
• (4) Dive safety buoys 

Proposals must address equipment needs and company/agency contributions. 

Safety 
Lake Tahoe is a popular destination for boaters with all ranges of experience. Boat traffic patterns 
and tendencies can create dangerous situations for divers in many parts of the lake and during times 
of high volume use. Proper diving and safety procedures, such as clearly visible flags and/or buoys, 
are a required element of all project activities and will be the responsibility of the selected parties. 
Proposals should address diver safety plans, responsibilities, and other necessary conditions related 
to the safety of professional underwater divers and all crewmembers involved. 

Special Qualifications  
Professional under-water diving at Lake Tahoe requires specialized skills and qualifications. In 
addition, under-water-diving for plant control efforts at Lake Tahoe will require site-specific safety 
and diver-support planning. Table 1 provides a summary of safety qualifications, diver certifications, 
and pertinent information that should be considered in proposals that include diver services. 

Table 1. Diver-related Safety Qualifications and Special Certifications 

Special Qualifications 
Diver 

Certifications Pertinent Information 

Experience in Scientific Research 

Experience in Aquatic Plant Control 

Diver Safety Plan 

Liability Insurance  
(Bodily personal injury and property 
damage with minimal acceptable 
coverage of $1 million) 

Emergency First Responder 
(optional) 

Commercial 

Altitude Diver 

Dry Suit Diver 

Rescue Diver 

Master Diver 
 

Years of commercial or professional                                                                           
diving experience 

Proof of Liability Insurance 

 
 

Hazard Assessment and Critical Control Point (HACCP) Plan 
The contractor will be responsible for implementing a hazard analysis and critical control points plan 
(HACCP Plan) according to U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service guidelines, available at http://haccp-
nrm.org. The purpose of HACCP planning is to identify critical points in controlling the potential 
spread of invasive species and other environmental hazards. Critical control points for this project 
may include mobilization prior to arriving at a site or prior to moving from one site to another. 
Standard procedures for decontaminating personnel and equipment will be identified for each control 
point. 
 

http://haccp-nrm.org/
http://haccp-nrm.org/
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MINIMUM REQUIRED PROPOSAL CONTENTS:  
1. Definition of the Project: Indicate your understanding of the Project objectives and of invasive 

aquatic plant control at Lake Tahoe. 

2. Project approach: Describe how the Project will be managed and implemented to accomplish 
the objectives and requirements outlined in this request. Comprehensive approaches that 
effectively utilize the available control methods and program resources are strongly 
encouraged. 

3. Team Organization: Describe how the project team will be organized to facilitate effective 
management and efficient implementation. Address coordination and communication with 
TRPA project manager. Address the utilization of TRPA equipment and personnel, including 
one watercraft and one TRPA operator. 

4. Qualifications and Experience: Provide a summary of company and project team 
qualifications related to AIS control. Describe examples of past experience pertinent to the 
Project. Refer to Special Qualifications section for diver safety considerations.  

5. Schedule and Cost: Provide an itemized cost estimate based on the Tasks described in 
Scope of Work section. All proposals must identify a total not-to-exceed cost based on 10 
acres of aquatic plant treatment. However, proposals are also encouraged to provide a “per 
hour” or “per day” cost estimate to address the second project objective. 

6. References:  Provide a list of references with current contact information. 

NOTIFICATION AND SELECTION PROCESS: 

The selection process will be completed within 3 weeks following the submission deadline.  The 
process for selecting the Applicant is as follows: 

1. General proposal evaluation criteria will include content of the proposal, project approach 
and understanding, qualifications, references, cost, service availability, and timing. 

2. An initial screening of applicants will determine level of knowledge, experience, and 
qualifications. Only responses from qualified applicants will be evaluated further. 

3. Qualified applicants may be invited to an interview. The interview will include, but is not 
limited to, a brief presentation on project approach and understanding, followed by questions 
relating to the qualifications and previous experience of the applicant, proposed project 
scope, management organization, and personnel that will perform specific tasks. It is 
possible the selection of a consultant will be based solely on the written response. 

4. The applicant selected will be notified and asked to submit a draft contract and final scope of 
work to TRPA based on the RFP, the consultant’s proposal for services, interview 
discussions if any, and project specifications. If the applicant and TRPA be unable to agree 
to a final scope of work or the terms of a contract, TRPA will reserve the right to disqualify 
the consultant. Should this process not results in the hiring of a consultant, the RFP may be 
reissued. 

5. TRPA agrees to, and will require of the applicant if making use of subcontracts, make a 
“good faith” effort to contract with minority firms, women’s business enterprises and labor 
surplus area firms. Accordingly, TRPA strongly encourages MBE, WBE, and SBE to apply to 
this RFP 
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The grantee reserves the right to award any part of or the whole proposal to one or multiple 
companies. TRPA will contract with the party or combination of parties that will best accomplish the 
project objectives for the best value and in the best interests of the NAWWG.  
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APPENDICES 

A. Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Protocol Summary 
B. Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Forms 
C. Aquatic Invasive Species Turbidity Monitoring Plan 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix A 
Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Protocol Summary 



Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Protocol Summary 
February 2011 

 
Aquatic invasive plant surveys in Lake Tahoe are surveys conducted by divers trained in 
identification and mapping of aquatic invasive plants. Other surveys can be used, 
including transect, point-sampling, hydroacousitc, remote sensing, and videographic; 
however, ‘ground-truthing’ by trained divers is necessary. This summary has been 
derived from the November 2009 Protocol for Invasive Aquatic Plant Control and 
Monitoring in the Nearshore of Lake Tahoe.  

Divers are required to verify and accurately assess the extent and composition of a plant 
infestation because most infestations are submerged in greater than 3 feet of water. The 
Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Form shall be completed for all aquatic invasive plant 
surveys conducted in the lake. The purpose of this form is to provide documentation of 
the survey results and to catalogue areas surveyed in the lake. The Survey Form will 
also provide baseline information on isolated or newly detected infestations to direct 
future removal activities. 

A critical component of any removal effort is to collect an inventory map that delineates 
the infestation extent so that data can be visually compared with post-treatment 
conditions and with future aquatic plant surveys. Information to collect includes: 
species/type, extent and population size, biomass, physical habitat characteristics, 
hydrology, water quality condition (i.e. turbidity) and restrictions/limitations to be 
considered.  

The protocol has been developed to serve the following purposes: 

1. Provide a mechanism to record and inventory invasive aquatic plant species 
infestations via diver surveys in Lake Tahoe; 

2. Document an accurate record of removal/treatment efforts; 
3. Provide follow-up monitoring to sites where aquatic plant species are removed to 

determine the efficacy of the treated areas; and 
4. Facilitate early detection of and rapid response to new infestations. 

The survey and mapping protocol includes the following: 

• All infestations of less than 0.01 acre (436 square feet, or ~ 20ft X 20ft) should 
be mapped as single points, recorded using a GPS receiver. Record the 
number of plants and composition within the ‘single point’ infestation.   

• All infestations greater than 0.01 acre should be mapped as polygons with four 
or more perimeter points recorded using a GPS receiver. Determine an 
estimated area of infestation (acres or square feet) within the defined 
perimeter. Record a visual estimate of vegetative cover as a percent of the 
recorded infestation area. 

• If multiple aquatic plant species exist within an infestation, survey will provide 
approximate composition and percent cover of each species in percent of total 
infestation size. Where species occur in discreet conglomerations, each 
species should be mapped and recorded as a separate infestation; however, 
this separation will not be feasible where the infestation is a ubiquitous 
composite of several plant species.  
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• Annual lakewide surveys will be conducted each fall (August – October), and 
pre- and post-project surveys will be conducted as necessary based on 
treatment efforts and site conditions. 

• All completed Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Forms, GIS data, mapped 
results, and a summary of survey results will be submitted to project managers 
within 60 days of survey completion. 
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Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Forms
Lakewide and Pre-Treatment Data Sheet

Date:

Survey Location:                                                               .
County:                                 . USGS Quad:                                .

Lead Surveyor:                                                                                                                  .
# Divers & Support:                                                                                                            .

Upland Land Owner(s):                                       .
Public/Private Structures (piers/bouys):                                        .  Water/Land Uses:                                  .
Boating Traffic Densities:   Low     Medium     High

Total Areal Extent Surveyed (ft2):               . Depth of Survey (ft): min              max              .   

Shorezone Landmarks of Survey Area:                                                                                                  .

Water Depth (ft): min.              max.             .              Lake Water Elevation (ft LTD): ___________

Coordinates of Surveyed Extent (Decimal Degrees, NAD 83)
Start Lat Long
End Lat Long

% Aquatic Plants Present:
Invasive: __% Myriophyllum spicatum Native:           %

__ %Potamogeton crispus           %
__ %Other           %

Substrate Composition:                                        . Bottom Obstructions:                                             .
Bottom Sediment:   Y       N

If invasive plants are observed, provide the following information:

Infestation Area (ft2):               . Previously Known Location:   Y       N

Coordinates of Perimeter (Decimal Degrees, NAD 83)
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long

Est. % Vegetative Cover:               .
Ave. Plant Ht. (ft):                .
Est. Biomass:   vol. (cu. ft.)               .
# of Fragments Observed:               .

Removal/Treatment Recommendation:                                                                                                .

If plants are removed, enter data on the Removal/Treatment Data Sheet.

Notes/Observations:



_

Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Forms 
Treatment Data Sheet

FORM ID #: __________
Date: Start time:   ___________ Finish time: __________

Infestation Location:                                                         Previously Known Location:   Y       N
County:                                 . USGS Quad:                                .

Lead Person:                                                                                                                            .

# Divers & Support:                                                                                                                   .

1. Treatement Method:                                           . # of Bottom barriers placed: _________

2. Upland Land Owner:                                       .
3. Public/Private Structures:                                        .   Water/Land Uses:                              .
4. Boating Traffic Densities:   Low     Medium     High

5. Total Areal Extent Surveyed (ft2):                    .
    Infestation Area (ft2):               .

6. Coordinates of Perimeter of Treated Area (Decimal Degrees, NAD 83)
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long
Lat Long

7. Aquatic Plants Present:
Invasive: __ Myriophyllum spicatum Native:                                          .

__ Potamogeton crispus                                                     .
__ Other                                                     .
% cover invasive: _________ % cover native: ___________

8. Water Depth (ft): min.              max.             .              Lake Water Elevation (ft LTD): ___________
    Substrate Composition:                                        . Bottom Obstructions:                                                 .

9. Ave. Plant Ht. (ft):                .
   Est. Biomass:   vol. (cu. ft.)               .
 
10. Area Treated (ft2):               .

11. Turbidity Monitoring 

Time: ________ NTU: __________
Time: ________ NTU: __________
Time: ________ NTU: __________

12. Photo Taken: Y  /  N Photo # and Description: __________________________________

13. Activity Log and Notes/Observations:

 



Lake Tahoe Aquatic Plant Survey Forms 
Post-Treatment Data Sheet

Date: FORM ID #: ________________

Infestation Location:

Treatment Dates:                             . (Attach Pre-Removal/Pre-Treatment Data Sheets)

Total Biomass Removed/Treated:   vol. (cu. ft.)              .

Total Area Removed/Treated (ft2):               .

1.  Plants Present in Removal/Treatment Area:    Y     N     (If yes go to #2, if no go to #8)

2.  Aquatic Plants Present:
Invasive: __  Myriophyllum spicatum Native:

__  Potamogeton crispus
__  Other

3.  % Cover in Treatment Area: Invasive: ______     Native: _______             .

4.  # Plants/Stems:               .

5.  Ave. Plant Ht. (ft):               .

6.  Est. Biomass:   vol. (cu. ft.)               .

7.  Treatment:        Hand Removal        Diver-Assisted Suction         Bottom Barrier

     Est. Hual-out:   vol. (cu. ft.)               . Wet Wt. (lbs.):               .

     # of Fragments Observed and Removed:              . Disposal Location:                                   .

8. Photo Taken: Y  /   N          Photo ID #: _______________

9. Activity Log and Notes/Observations:



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix C 
Aquatic Invasive Species Turbidity Monitoring Plan 
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